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commercial bank of qatar (cbq)

3Q2008 – Strong Results, Some Questions
16 october 2008
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qatar | banking

• Headline 3Q2008 Net Income Rises 34% Y-o-Y: 3Q2008 net profit of QAR523 million rose 34% Y-o-
Y, representing a decline of 13% Q-o-Q, although still beating our forecasts by 22%. This reflected total
banking income up 34% Y-o-Y, but down 12% Q-o-Q. Costs continued to see big rises jumping 47% Y-o-
Y, but coming off 14% Q-o-Q, representing a modest increase in the cost-income ratio to 26.3%. Low
levels of provisioning also contributed to a strong bottom line. However, a QAR346 million negative
movement in the revaluation reserve significantly dented the impact on the balance sheet.

• Deposit Shortfall: Total asset growth was 42% Y-o-Y, 7% Q-o-Q and 2% ahead of our forecast. Customer
assets were more or less on target, rising 37% Y-o-Y and 8% Q-o-Q, just 1% below forecast. Meanwhile
deposits were well short, rising 27% Y-o-Y and 7% Q-o-Q, 7% below forecast. While conventional deposits
were near flat, one bright point was the acceleration in Islamic Funding, perhaps as a result of the new focus
on corporates. This funding gap was partially covered by higher interbank borrowing, although the GDR issue
also boosted shareholders funds this quarter. Overall, with lower quality liabilities and a funding squeeze, we
would have expected a sharp pick up in funding rates. However, these were flat, while asset rates rose,
leading to net interest income rising 60% Y-o-Y and 20% Q-o-Q, and beating our forecast by 30%.  

• Non-Interest Outperforms on Quality: Fees & commissions were strongly ahead , rising 56% Y-o-Y, and
5% Q-o-Q against a strong comparative, to beat expectations by 30%. Perhaps this stability should have
been expected given the lack of capital market income. This was offset by a decline into trading losses,
which was surprising given that CBQ has no trading book. Overall, non-interest income rose 8% a year, but
fell 37% Q-o-Q to fall 2% short of expectations, albeit with good quality.

• Cost Income Ratio Rises to 26.3% 3Q2008 from 24.5% in 2Q2008: While the cost-income ratio rose
significantly, this was largely due to the trading losses. On a trend basis, costs actually gave back some of
the increases in 2Q2008, rising 47% Y-o-Y, but declining 6% Q-o-Q, but still 5% higher than expected.
Provisions continued to be negligible at an annualised 14 basis points for YTD. With NPLs and write-offs
rising, this meant a decrease in the coverage ratio from 93% to 85% Q-o-Q. 

• Overall Results Were Steady: While the balance sheet was at best in line, with slightly weak quality, the
continued surprising strength in spreads ensured strong interest income. Fees were also strong, but trading
losses brought a strong set of numbers down towards more earthly levels. In addition downward
revaluation of the investment book ensured that while net income was ahead, comprehensive income was
sharply down. Overall, we are uncertain about whether spreads are sustainable at these levels, but the
results showed little sign of a deterioration in operating performance. We will be adjusting our estimated
LTFV of QAR186.5 to reflect a riskier environment and a more risk averse market. For the moment, this
represents 117% upside. We reiterate our recommendation of ST Buy LT Accumulate. In stating this
opinion we assume that net liquid assets of QAR12 billion will be used to pay down the USD800 million
(QAR2.96 billion) funding facility falling due in November 2008.

flash note

ST Rec. : Buy
LT Rec. : Accumulate

Current Price*: QAR 85.8
LT Fair Value  : QAR 186.5
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rmadha@efg-hermes.com
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